September 2001 will be remembered more by the four deadly attacks on America than by the weather which included the deadly F3 tornado that struck College Park Maryland the afternoon of the 24th.

September was a cool, dry month. A result of the seven cold fronts which passed through the region was the lack of 90 degree temperatures. The absence of tropical activity help to hold down precipitation.

**TEMPERATURE**

September continued its trend of the last dozen years or so of below normal temperatures. The month began on a cool note. The 2nd saw minimums fall into the low 50’s at cooler suburban locations. The coolest temperatures were observed by Rebecca Harvey of Eagle Rock (44 degrees) and Rob Rickell of Hanover 1 S PA (46 degrees). The warmest portion of the month was generally from the 7th to the 10th and the 13th when temperatures were generally in the low to mid 80’s. The warmest temperatures observed by ACON observers was 90 observed by Brian Papa of Dupont Circle NW DC on the 10th.

Cool Canadian air returned to the region on the 14th. Many observers reported morning lows in the 40’s from the 15th to the 18th. The first sub 40 degree reading (38 degrees) of the season was observed by Rebecca Harvey of Eagle Rock on the 15th.

Warm late summer conditions returned on the 22nd and lasted until it was pushed out on the 24th by a strong cold front. Maximum temperatures rose to the lower 80’s while minimums remained in the 60’s. The coolest maximum temperatures of the month occurred on the 30th. Temperatures failed to reach 60 degrees at some locations as a light chilly rain fell east of I-95 / I-83.

**PRECIPITATION**

Rainfall continued its below normal trend this month. 5 periods of rain (10th, 14th, 20th-21st, 24th-25th, and 30th) affected most of the region this month while Delaware and a few Maryland stations received rain on the 4th.

A heavy thunderstorm moved southeast out of Pennsylvania through Delaware on the evening of the 4th. It brought heavy blinding rains to Bear 2 SW, DE (1.34”) and a 52 MPH wind gust to Wilmington DE NWS.

Heavy rains fell at Fallston 2 NW (1.74”) and Oraville (1.14”) on the 10th. Clinton Bubb’s Morganza station was struck by lightning on the 10th. Over an inch of rain fell at the following stations on the 20th: Fallston 2 NW (1.25”), Laurel JHU/APL (1.14”), Bethesda (1.29”) Forest Glen (1.02”), Oraville (1.01”), and Hanover 1 S PA (1.60”).

The heaviest rains of the month occurred ahead and with a cold front that brought six (6) tornadoes to Northern Virginia, Maryland, and Southern Pennsylvania on the 24th. The heaviest rains fell in Maryland’s Carroll and Howard Counties. Bobby Miller of Millers 4 NE observed a storm total of 3.93”, Herb Close of Manchester 1 S 3.30”, Ralph Hartsock of Westminster 4 SSE 3.26”, and Rich Giannola of Laurel JHU/APL 2.58”.

**TORNADOES**

Tornadoes hit the area on the afternoon of the 24th. Six tornadoes occurred during the mid to late afternoon. Four of these were in Virginia, one in Maryland, and one in Pennsylvania. ACON member Jim Vaughn of Smithsburg 2 NE, who works as a weather observer at Reagan National Airport, provided this eyewitness account: “Around 4:50 this afternoon the NWS was tracking a rotating thunderstorm heading up I-95 towards downtown DC. I was on the roof of the weather station scanning the sky when I saw two funnel clouds descend from the storm 1.5 miles to my west heading east-northeast. One funnel cloud touched down. I observed (while trying to scream at people on the ground four floors below me to run for their lives) parts of buildings and sparks coming from the tornado as it crossed the northern part of the airport heading towards the Mall. The tornado pulled up and became a funnel cloud as it reached the 14th Street Bridge. The two funnel clouds traveled over the Mall. The smaller funnel cloud dissipated. The second funnel cloud moved DIRECTLY over the Washington Monument. It was 30 to 40 feet above the monument. Constant cloud to ground and cloud to cloud lightning flashed around the station which made it interesting while I was standing on the roof observing the tornado activity.”

The thunderstorm continued to move northeast across DC into Howard County Maryland where another tornado formed. This one peaked at F3 and killed two students at the University of Maryland.”
Jim Canavan of Wilmington 4 NNE, DE
Thunderstorm on the 4th, 10th, & 14th
Gary Gallaher of Bear 2 SW, DE
Cool, dry month. This was the seventh month this year with below normal precipitation. Many mornings with heavy dew.
4th - Early evening thunderstorm with heavy rain which reduced visibility to below 1/4 mile.
Al Kreinik of Parkton 5 SW
10th - Overcast till 10:30 AM, then clearing with brief heavy rain @ 3:12 PM.
24th - Afternoon shower, rain by 5:30 PM very heavy at times on into the 25th. Some flooding behind house.
Joe Manfre of Baltimore 2SE
4th - Partly cloudy, warm and humid.
Herb Close of Manchester 1 SW
4th - Isolated moderate - heavy shower 6:10 - 6:40 AM.
24th & 25th - Storm total 3.30”. Moderate - heavy rains, breezy, and windy. Heaviest rainfall in over 3 months.
24th - F2 tornado 9 miles NW at ~ 6:40 - 6:45 PM, SE of Hanover, PA.
Ralph Hartsock of Westminster 4 SSE
24th & 25th - Storm total 3.26”. 24th - Flooding rains all evening - thunderstorms.
Bobby Miller of Millers 4 NE
12th - Minimum relative humidity of 29%.
16th - Cool, morning low of 43 degrees.
24th & 25th - Storm total 3.93”. 24th - Heavy rain 5:50 PM to 7:50 PM (note obs time 6 PM) and occasionally there after. Gusty SSW to 32 MPH. More rain fell from this storm than the previous 80 days. 3.58” on the 25th was the fourth greatest September daily rain behind 3.79” (9/16/99), 3.74” (9/18/87), & 3.67” (9/27/85). A station record 1 hour rainfall of 1.90” fell from 7 to 8 PM on the 24th.
30th - Virga.
Rich Giannola - JHU/APL of Laurel
24th - Heavy rain and strong winds at time of tornado passage to the east of APL in North Laurel. Peak wind gust was 51 MPH from SE at 5:35 PM. At 5:42 PM it was raining at a rate of 4.00” per hour. In the 15 minute period from 5:30 - 5:45 PM, it rained 0.80”.
Rob Cohen of Potomac 4 N
20th - Thunder at observation (2100 hours) to 2300 hours.
Rich Giannola of Olney 1 S
24 & 25th - RW’s and TRW’s beginning in afternoon on 24th, occasionally heavy. Precipitation ended before dawn on the 25th.
Kevin Shaw of Gaithersburg 2 WNW
A somewhat cool, dry month, highlighted by the severe weather outbreak on the late afternoon / early evening of the 24th. No real damaging weather at my station. Temperatures were particularly cool on the minimum side of things, with one minimum in the 30’s and 9 minimums in the 40’s.
Joe Terry of Forest Glen
Driest month since April.
24th - Very little sun kept temps in the 70’s but dew point was as high as 70 during the afternoon. Heavy thunderstorm around 1730 hours dumped 0.54”. Apparent FROPA at 2045 hours followed by many more hours of light to moderate rain.
Bill Hudelson of South Bowie
10th - Thunderstrom activity early-mid afternoon.
14th - Overcast AM with thunderstorm 0600-0635, rain end 1200, broken sky after, clear evening, gust NW 18.
Clinton Bubb of Morganza
10th - Thunderstorm damages weather equipment.
Floyd Abell of Hollywood
14th - Mostly cloudy with mid day showers.
23rd - AM fog and brief shower, then variable clouds.
Greg Keefer of Hagerstown 1 E
1st - A beautiful sunny day with lower temperature and humidity.
3rd - Another great day just a touch more heat and humidity.
13th - Sunny and rather hot today high 88 F but low humidity.
15th - Low of 40 F Bright sunny chilly day.
17th - Chilly low of 42 F. Sunny and warm today high 80 F.
Jim Vaughn of Smithsburg 2 NE
Thunderstorms on the 10th, 20th, & 24th. This was the third coolest September on record. Coolest Sept is 65.4 set in 1984. This was the 5th driest September on record. It has been 101 days since a daily rainfall of 1” or more fell.
4th - 48 MPH winds.
9th - 47 MPH winds.
Rob Rickell of Hanover 1 S, PA
24th - An F-2 tornado moved north-northeast just 1 mile east of this station. 2.16” of rain fell on the 24th & 25th.
REPORT ON THE F3 TORNADO THAT HIT SE HANOVER, PA.

Below is the report written by ACON member Herb Close of Manchester, Maryland. This tornado's path was in Pennsylvania and was not surveyed by the Sterling NWS.

Copyright 2001 by Herb Close

An F2 tornado roared through Penn and West Manheim townships by SE Hanover on Monday night on September 24, 2001. Winds estimated between 110 and 120 mph, damaged 100 structures, mostly homes in the area. There were no serious injuries. Thirty-one people were left homeless by the tornado according to the American Red Cross. Damage will likely reach into millions of dollars. One business, Cooper Motors, reported damage of $500,000. South Western school district officials, who were forced to cancel school the day after the tornado, estimated damage to the high school and intermediate school, at $300,000.

The storm's path measured between 50 and 150 yards wide, and it traveled five miles in seven minutes skipping along the path. In spots along the path, homes were nearly destroyed while others had little or no damage.

I was able to survey the damage Saturday afternoon on September 29th. I checked as many locations as I could accessible by road. I checked out seven locations along the five mile path. The only accessible spot I did not check was South Western school due to lack of time. The amount and intensity of damage varied considerably.

I talked to an elderly woman that lived by the tornadoes path and she said there was a huge swirl of debris headed for her back yard on that Monday evening. She also heard that freight train sound. The wind blew strong in one direction then strong in the other direction. The damaged trees and bushes in her yard confirmed that. She said the rain was also very heavy. Her house only had minor damage but neighboring homes had more major damage.

Large trees went down and a garage badly damaged. She told me where to go to see some of the worst damage. The damage could not be seen along Rt. 94, but just inside the development by Cardinal Dr., Garden LA, and Meadow LA. As I drove inside the development, I could see many homes with blue tarps on top, some on damaged roofs, others on homes with no roofs at all. Then I began to see homes with missing walls and entire front sides missing so that you could see the inside of the houses. Some homes were nearly destroyed.

I saw two men sitting on a tailgate of a pickup truck. The one man was the owner of one house with a roof and front side missing. He said he wasn't home at the time of the storm, but his clock inside the house stopped at 6:45 PM. He told me that his roof got picked up off the house and simply got lost. It's nowhere to be found! There has been no sign of it anywhere in the area! He also told me a lot of very heavy rain fell with the storm. He had a large can with about 5" water inside. When the tornado tore the roof off, all that rain made everything wet inside the house and it all had to be thrown out. Despite all the damage on this side of the street, on the other side only minor damage. Homes mostly intact. In fact this area was nearly surrounded by homes with little or no damage at all which shows that the tornado skipped. This damage occurred just southeast of Grandview Road and not far from when the tornado first touched down.

About halfway through the tornado path at Black Rock Rd. and Valley View, there was more considerable damage. This time however, there was more tree damage than house damage. I saw a large tree uprooted and fallen onto the front side of a single story house. There were also about half a dozen large pine trees snapped like toothpicks, some about a foot in diameter. Some pine trees snapped near the base, others about halfway up. Along Valley View Rd., many trees were uprooted or snapped. Some yards looked like battlefields with filled in holes from many uprooted trees. There were several people there still cleaning up the damage. Most of the trees had already been sawed.
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up. I talked to one man there and he said the tornado nearly sucked his wife out the front door, but he managed to grab her and take cover inside the house. He said the tornado sounded like a train. The tornado spared the house with only minor roof damage and a twisted waterspout. Their side and back yards however were a mess from the uprooted trees making it look like a battlefield. The yard was very lumpy with filled in holes. Across the narrow street there was no damage at all. Looking to the NE, I could see South Western High School about a mile away. I did not see any damage from the distance, but the path of the tornado would have taken it right to the school and newspapers stated that $300,000 damage occurred at the school. I did not have enough time to get a closer look at the school.

Near the end of the tornado path, by the corner of York Street (Rt. 116) and Blooming Grove Road (Rt. 216), the front side of a house and a car dealership were badly damaged. The Hanover Evening Sun stated that $500,000 damage occurred at the car dealership. My aunt lives just about 1/2 mile down York Street from the damage. Her house was not in the path of the tornado. There were many other homes and developments between the dealership and South Western High School that had no damage at all. Only a few spots with minor siding or roof damage. The damage from this tornado could have been much worse if it hadn’t skipped like it did. There could have been many more injuries and even deaths. Thank God that did not happen!

The following is from an e-mail written by ACON member Rob Rickell of Hanover 1 S

September 25, 2001

I just got some more info on the Hanover tornado, as of 6 PM this evening. News 8 reported that it was officially an F-2 Tornado that rolled through the south and east parts of Hanover. I also just returned from looking at storm damage.....It looks as if paths were cut through trees and neighborhoods, there must be more than 100 homes/businesses that sustained damage, some of which are now condemned. I personally observed a path cut through a row of trees, only about 75 feet wide, and trees on either side of this swath were untouched.

Some of the homes were literally picked up off their foundations and set back down again. The neighborhood that lies just 1 mile ENE of my home is just littered with debris that include roofs, siding, lumber, trees. The Wendy’s that is about 1 1/2 miles to my northeast sustained much damage as well. Many streets are still blocked off and I have not been able to see the entire damaged area. It took me almost an hour just to get near and see just a portion of the area. I will surely be out later this week to look at the damage in the neighborhoods that I could not get close to this afternoon.
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AN ADDITIONAL SURVEY TEAM HAS BEEN OUT TODAY IN CULPEPER AND FAUQUIER COUNTIES IN VIRGINIA. THAT INFORMATION WILL BE RELEASED AS SOON AS THE TEAM RETURNS. THE FRANCONIA-CRYSTAL CITY-DC AREA WILL BE LOOKED AT TOMORROW (WEDNESDAY).